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Abstract
 
Local government auditing is an independent, professional, comprehensive and
legally obligatory economical surveillance activity performed by auditing staffs in
county government or district government to inspect, evaluate and report on the
fulfillment of the economical responsibilities of the local government. It is the
smallest function unit in the immune system of the national economy, and also a
fundamental link in running a country.
In accordance with the national strategy to modernize governance system and
governance ability, government auditing has taken on new function and
responsibility since the 18th CPC national congress. President Xi Jinping and
Premiere Li Keqiang iterated that power need stricter control and sterner
supervision, which means an all-around reinforcement in administrative
supervision, auditing surveillance and tour supervisory system. These new
requirements demand that government audit should play well the role of a
supervisor who makes sure policies be executed, a guardian who superintends
the economy development and a swordsman who fights against all forms of
corruption, and that local government audit should help maintain the state order,
promote reformation with regard to economy, legislation, accountability system
and a clean government, and to safeguard our current prosperity and
development.
However, at present, the reality that the organizations need to be audited exceed
that can be audited because of the limited working force, the inability of the
current audit work to cover every facet of both public capital and state-owned
assets and resources, and the challenge posed by this big data era to the













system fails to keep pace with the time we are in, all come together to the reality
that local government audit is still challenged with many unsolved problems. 
Consequently, it is of major and immediate significance to research into how we
can best fulfill the functions of local government audit. For that research, we need
to be well aware of the tasks before us and the responsibilities ahead and take an
all-around account of the situation we are in, then make tries, make endeavors,
forge ahead and break new ground so that we can make local government audit
better sever our economy and society development, as well as shore up our local
governance system and governance ability.
This report combines theoretical analysis and case study, elaborates on the
theory, concepts, development and legislation of the local government audit, and
studies the 2012-2014 audit work of district government audit bureau, the audit
work on temporary leasehold of the government reserve land and the audit work
on the performance of special financial fund. Based on those case studies, this
report manages to find the barriers and impediments that hamper the
actualization of audit work’s full function and thus make specific suggestions and
resolutions to remove those barriers and impediments.
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